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ABSTRACT
Recent hurricane events have caused unprecedented amounts of

damage and severely threatened our public safety and economy.

�e most observable (and severe) impact of these hurricanes is the

loss of electric power in many regions, which causes the breakdown

of many public services. Understanding the power outages and

how they evolve during a hurricane provide insights on how to

reduce outages in the future, and how to improve the robustness of

the underlying critical infrastructure systems.

In this paper, we propose a novel segmentation with explana-

tions framework to help experts understand such datasets. Our

method, CUT-n-REVEAL, �rst �nds a segmentation of the outage

sequences to capture pa�ern changes in the sequences. We then

propose a novel explanation optimization problem to �nd an intu-

itive explanation of the segmentation, that highlights the culprit of

the change. Via extensive experiments, we show that our method

performs consistently in multiple datasets with ground truth. We

further study real county-level power outage data from several

recent hurricanes (Ma�hew, Harvey, Irma) and show that CUT-n-
REVEAL recovers important, nontrivial and actionable pa�erns for

domain experts.

1 INTRODUCTION
Power outages during several recent hurricanes have caused severe

impact on our national security, economy and public safety. �e

2017 hurricane season was the most expensive in U.S. history result-

ing in huge economic losses (greater than $250 billion). Hurricane

Irma caused one of the largest power outages which reportedly

knocked out power to 4.5 million of Florida Power & Light�s 4.9

million customers. Hence, be�er understanding the power outages

and how they evolve during the hurricanes is a very important task

for damage prevention and control.

Domain experts in critical infrastructure systems (CIS) constantly

seek solutions and ideas on how to reduce the power outages during

hurricanes. For example, Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s (ORNL)

Energy Awareness and Resiliency Standardized Services (EARSS)

project developed a fully automated procedure to take wind speed

and location estimates provided by hurricane forecasters and pro-

vide a geospatial estimate on the impact to the electric grid in terms

of outage areas and projected duration of outages [2]. �ere are

many such examples, including the National Infrastructure Sim-

ulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) program
1

(which provides

projected outages) and ANL’s HEADOUT model which quickly

estimates potential customers who will lose power.

1
h�p://www.sandia.gov/nisac/

Although crucial, it is o�en non-trivial to analyze the cause of

power outages. While the majority of power failures from national

grids last only a few hours, some blackouts can last days and can im-

pact several critical infrastructure systems like telecommunication

networks, �nancial services, water supplies and hospitals. For e.g.,

from airlines to blood supply levels to energy and water supplies,

the 2003 NE American blackout impacted a wide range of critical

infrastructure and emergency management sectors in both Canada

and the U.S. One of the widespread impacts of Hurricane Sandy

was loss of electricity for over 8.5 million homes across the eastern

US [3]. In Coastal Communities, loss of electricity led to the loss

of refrigeration (and therefore caused food spoilage) and observed

cascading consequences including the interruption of communi-

cation systems, disruption of heating and cooling systems, critical

medical support equipment, water supply and sanitation facilities,

other building mechanical functions, and government services.

As a result, identifying how and why the power outages evolve

in a certain way during historic hurricanes is a very challenging

task. Identifying time-points where there is a sudden change in

the evolution of number of outages can help in many aspects from

identifying causes, prioritizing repair resources, to predicting fu-

ture outage outbreaks [7, 12]. Such a problem may be addressed

using the time-series mining task of ‘segmentation’ (however there

are some domain-based properties of such time-series which we

need to take into account for segmentations). Nevertheless, merely

providing cut-points via segmentation is usually not enough for

directly actionable guidance. Knowing the time-point of changes,

domain experts also need to know what is changing and how it

is changing, which is typically deeply buried in an abundance of

unrelated information. In the context of power outage data from

hundreds of counties, helping power engineers understand which

counties were responsible for a particular sudden change is very

valuable. Knowledge of the so-called ‘culprits’ allows them to di-

rect their a�ention to these counties, and perform faster and more

targeted damage control, to prevent even larger failures.

In this paper we address this issue via a novel segmentation-

with-explanations approach. Our main contributions are:

• We propose a segmentation algorithm for modeling power

outages, that captures temporal relationships among dif-

ferent time stamps.

• We propose an explanation algorithm that automatically

identi�es the culprit of changes for the segmentation de-

tected.

• Via experiments on historical hurricane data, we identify

when and how the outage numbers dramatically change,
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and we summarize how these can help us reduce the num-

ber of outages in future disaster events.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. We �rst provide

a problem de�nition, followed by our solution and algorithm and

�nally our experimental results.

2 FOCUS AND SET-UP
We �rst brie�y describe our focus and set-up. Large power grids

usually contain thousands of generators, hundreds of thousands

of transmission lines and millions of consumers. Grid components

have strong interdependencies like in the transmission grid where

multiple paths exist between generators and consumers and these

paths typically are arranged in a mesh grid manner. Hence if one

path or line fails, the electricity instantaneously follows an alternate

path governed by Kirchho�’s voltage and current laws [11]. If the

alternate path however cannot handle the overload in �ow, it in-turn

fails and this failure cascades to neighboring components. Due to

the well established property of cascading failure propagation in the

grid [11] and the small-world properties of power grids [13], a few

initial points of failure due to a hurricane quickly cause network

instability in a region potentially causing millions of people to

su�er the e�ects of brownouts or blackouts. Due to built in failsafes

and resilience mechanisms in the grid, the e�ect of failure of a

component is o�en localized to a region depending on the severity

of the fault or failure.

In the context of a hurricane, the grid component damage and

failure is o�en progressive along the spatial trajectory of the hurri-

cane. A hurricane exhibits multiple phases of varied intensity along

its path causing failures with di�erent levels of severity at di�erent

regions in its path. We model the progression of this grid failure

process as a temporal segmentation problem.

Modeling this failure process over time, across di�erent regions

(e.g. counties) a�ected by a hurricane, is essential for improving

the resilience of critical infrastructure during future disasters.

We characterize the severity of this grid failure process by mea-

suring the number of people in a hurricane a�ected region (a county

in our case) without power over the entire time period of the hurri-

cane. Two critical questions need to be answered for characteriza-

tion of this process:

• How can we characterize the di�erent phases of a hur-

ricane as a function of severity of the damage to critical

infrastructure like the power grid using highly dynamic ,

sparse customer power loss data?

• Which locations (counties) are most important for charac-

terizing each phase of failure?

Our main goal is to help domain experts answer the aforemen-

tioned questions.

Notation: We assume we are given a set of time series X =
{x1,x2, ...,xn }, where each time seriesxi = [xi (t1),xi (t2), ...,xi (tm )],
and xi (tj ) represents the value at time stamp tj for the ith time se-

ries. We also assume there is an underlying graph structure G that

captures the relation among these time series {xi }, and we are given

the Laplacian matrix L of G. For example, in critical infrastructure

systems, the number of electric outages in all counties form a set of

time series, and the relation among these counties can be based on

the geographical proximity: two counties that are adjacent to each

other are connected to each other. We use xi (ta : tb ) to denote

[xi (ta ),xi (ta+1), ...,xi (tb )], and X (ta : tb ) = [x1 (ta : tb ),x2 (ta :

tb ), ...,xn (ta : tb )].
Our algorithm CUT-n-REVEAL contains two parts: detecting a

good segmentation of the outage data to capture the main changes;

and �nding the corresponding explanations for the segmentation.

With this knowledge of the segmentation and the explanations

for each segment, the expert has a holistic picture of the di�erent

phases of the failure process as well as the speci�c time series that

contributed signi�cantly to each phase change. We describe each

of these tasks and our solutions in detail next.

3 FINDING SEGMENTATIONS
In this section we focus on the segmentation problem. We �rst

describe the formal problem, and then give the overview and details

of our method.

3.1 Our Problem
We �rst need to de�ne a segmentation:

De�nition 3.1 (Segmentation S). A segmentation of X contains

a set of distinct time cut points S = {c1,c2, ...,ck }, where ci ∈
{t1,t2, ...,tm }.

�e cut points of S naturally divide the time period into a set of

time segments. We denote such a time segment as si = [ci−1,ci )
with c0 = t1, and ck+1

= tm . Our problem is:

Problem 1. Given a set of time series X , the Laplacian matrix L
of the underlying network, and a number k , �nd the k-segmentation
of S that captures the main pa�ern changes in X .

3.2 Overview of our approach
We develop a model to provide simple segmentations of the contin-

uously changing grid failure process and interpretable explanations

of the segmentations. We need to isolate temporal sequences into

discrete segments such that the properties of the failure process

in each segment di�er from neighboring segments. �e process of

manually or algorithmically picking reasonable segments is non-

trivial as segments that are too small fail to capture signi�cant

properties of the failure process while picking segments that are

too large although capturing all failure process characteristics, do

not highlight the di�erences between the various phases of the

process. Since this process is highly dynamic and the failure dataset

is highly sparse in nature, methods based on capturing long-term

correlation [10] or invariant learning [20] from the data will be

unable to perform adequately.

Owing to the sparse se�ing at hand and the lack of any long

term correlations, we decided to adopt a latent factor modeling

approach which has been shown to be e�ective in sparse se�ings

like recommendation systems [15, 21]. �e proposed segmentation

procedure learns a latent representation for each time step using the

data for dynamic power loss across a�ected counties. �e results

of the segmentation procedure are designed to be sparse in nature

while managing to capture all the major trends in the process. We

propose to use a data driven methodology (instead of se�ing a

constant segment size) to automatically derive a set of appropriate

time segments. �rough the segmentation model, we wish to group
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time steps with similar pa�erns into contiguous time segments. To

this end, we propose to represent each time step in latent space so

as to capture its temporal relationship with the other time steps,

and merge similar time steps into temporally contiguous segments.

�is methodology allows us to obtain segments where time steps in

a segment are related to their past and future time steps in a similar

way, allowing for simpler explanations later about pa�ern changes.

3.3 Details
In line with the overarching goal of discovering the di�erent phases

of the failure process in the power grid during natural disasters,

we consider these phases or segments as a collection S of disjoint

sets ci . Each set ci contains contiguous time steps that belong to

segment i . We wish to discover a collection S = {c1, ...,ck } that

minimizes similarity between any two neighboring sets ci ,c j . Two

sets ci ,c j are said to be neighboring sets if ci = {tl , ..,tl+∆l } and c j
contains tl−1

or tl+∆l+1
.

By doing so, each segment ci would capture a di�erent pa�ern

from its neighboring segments (ci−1, ci+1), thus the segmentation

S captures pa�ern changes in the time series. We employ the

normalized cut framework which has been shown to work well in

subspace clustering and segmentation tasks [29].

�e normalized cut algorithm generates segments such that

the similarity of time steps within each segment are maximized

while the similarity between time steps in di�erent segments is

minimized.

�e question of how to represent each time step, for e�ective

similarity calculation between time steps still remains. One straight-

forward way is to use the data values at ti and tj across all time

series and check how similar the values are. However, in this case,

much of the information relating to the continuous evolution of

the failure process will be lost.

In an e�ort to �nd a more principled approach to capture the

similarity between di�erent time steps in the failure process, we

adopt the formulation provided by Tierney et al. [30] for video

scene segmentation for our purposes of modeling the hurricane

failure process. �e model represents each time step in the data X ,

using a latent representation as a function of other important time

steps. It is through this latent representation V that we a�empt to

capture the dynamics in the data X .

min

V

1

2

| |X − XV | |2F + λ1 | |V | |1 + λ2 | |VR | |1,2

s.t. diag(V ) = 0

(1)

whereV is anm bym matrix, and the ith column represents the

latent representation of time step i in terms of all the other time

steps.

�e �rst term in Eq. 1 calculates the reconstruction error between

X and XV while, the second term introduces sparsity into the

latent representation, enforcing that, each time step be explained as

a function of a small subset of other important time steps. Finally

in the third term, R is an m by m − 1 lower triangular matrix with

−1 on the diagonal and 1 on the second diagonal.

R =



−1

1 −1

1

. . .

. . . −1

1



(2)

�e term VR calculates the di�erence of each time step with its

previous time step in the latent V space. �is term essentially

serves as a smoothness constraint penalizing the dissimilarity of

neighboring time steps. �e l1,2 norm term forces whole column

similarity between two columns of V , i.e. between neighboring

time steps in V as opposed to just element-wise similarity in the

case of a simpler l1 norm on VR.

�e solution to equation 1 can be obtained by applying the al-

ternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [4]. Using this

approach does not guarantee convergence but in our experiments,

the algorithm always converged. To separate each term in equation

1, we assign K = V and U = KR .

�e Lagrangian formulation is given by equation 3

L (V ,K ,U ) =
1

2

| |X − XK | |2F + λ1 | |V | |1 + λ2 | |U | |1,2

+ 〈G,V − K〉 +
β1

2

| |V − K | |2F + 〈F ,U − KR〉

+
β2

2

| |U − KR | |2F

(3)

Solving equation 3 yields a temporal weight matrix V ∈ Rm×m

from which we derive an a�nity W . �e a�nity matrix is then

segmented using the normalized cuts procedure as mentioned pre-

viously to obtain the set of segments S .

4 FINDING EXPLANATIONS
Despite the sparsity of the segmentation procedure in the previous

section, it is o�en not possible to identify the cause for each segment

due to many simultaneously changing time series through out the

failure process. In this scenario, it is bene�cial for a domain expert

to know the subset of ”culprit” time series that were in�uential in

the model selecting a particular segment.

4.1 Our Problem
Assuming we are given a segmentation S of X , containing a set

of time segments and the corresponding cut points {ci }, which

counties/time series are the most important for characterizing the

di�erent pa�erns in the segments? How to design explanations of

the segmentations in an intuitive, easy to understand way? �e

cut points in the segmentation and our latent V matrix (which

instead only captures the temporal relation among time stamps)
do not provide answers to this question. A desired explanation of

the segmentation should be simple yet e�ective enough that they

give direct guidance to prevent or curtail the e�ect of the failure of

critical infrastructure in future disasters.

We provide answers to these questions by introducing an expla-

nation vector ei for each cut point ci in the segmentation. Each ei
is an n by 1 vector, where the jth value represents the importance
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of the jth time series/counties in explaining the cut point. Intu-

itively, if time series x j shows very di�erent pa�erns before and

a�er the cut point ci , we consider it important in explaining why

ci is a good cut point. On the other hand, if time series remains

constant/unchanged across ci , it does not provide useful informa-

tion in terms of the cut point ci and should have low values in

ei . In the hurricane outage data where there are hundreds of time

series/counties, such explanation vectors are able to highlight the

culprit time series/counties where major changes happen at the cut

point. �is explanation also serves as a guide for future resource

allocation policies of maintenance and emergency personnel.

De�nition 4.1 (Cut point explanationsE). E = {e1,e2, ...,ek }, where

ei is an n by 1 non-negative explanation vector. | |ei | |1 = 1 and ei j
represents the importance of time series j for explaining the cut

point ci .

Now we give the problem we solve.

Problem 2. Given a set of time series X , the Laplacian matrix L
of the underlying network, a number k , and the k-segmentation of
S , �nd the associated explanations E, that capture the main pa�ern
changes in X .

4.2 Overview of our approach
Existing time series segmentation algorithms do not provide any

explanation of the result in an automatic principled way. Only

recently there has been a push toward making complex machine

learning model outputs quanti�able, explainable and simple [25]. To

design good explanations speci�cally for hurricane outage data, we

consider the characteristics of the data, as well as the requirements

from the domain experts. We formulate an optimization problem

that automatically learns explanations considering the underlying

geographical relation between counties, revealing a small number

of truly important counties as the culprits for the domain experts.

4.3 Details
We want to design an optimization problem that automatically �nds

good {ei }. Assume that we have a function d (S ,i ), which takes a

segmentation S and a cut point index i as inputs, and returns ann by

1 vector which captures the di�erence of each time series before and

a�er the ith cut point ci in S . We want ei to give higher weights on

time series with higher d (S ,i )j values (therefore higher di�erence

across cut point ci ). A straight forward way is to maximize the

weighted sum in the following way.

arg max

E

k∑
i=1

eTi d (S ,i )

subject to 0 ≤ ei j ≤ 1, (4)

| |ei | |1 = 1

�e above formulation guarantees that we give higher importance

to time series/counties with larger di�erence across the correspond-

ing cut points. However, it treats each county as independent and

ignores their geographical relation (some counties are close in dis-

tance, and some are far away). Such a geographical relation is

important to capture because a hurricane trajectory is continuous

and it usually hits counties that are close to each other at the same

time. Hence, the importance of counties should be geographically

smooth in the sense that adjacent counties should have similar

importance. Another drawback of the above formulation is that it

does not correctly re�ect our requirement of a ‘simple’ explanation:

we only need a few culprit counties and want to avoid having high

importance for too many counties. Due to these considerations,

we improve the above formulation by adding a geographical and a

sparsity constraints on ei . �e �nal optimization problem we solve

is shown below.

Given: A set of time series X ,L, a segmentation S , α , λ.

Find: E = {ei } such that

arg max

E

k∑
i=1

[eTi d (S ,i ) − αe
T
i Lei ] − λ

k∑
i=1

| |ei | |1

subject to 0 ≤ ei j ≤ 1, (5)

| |ei | |1 = 1

�e geographical smoothness is introduced in the second term

using the Laplacian matrix L (obtained from the underlying network

behind the counties). �is term basically minimizes the di�erence of

ei for adjacent counties. �e third term is an L1 norm regularization

on ei , which introduces sparsity in ei . �is leads to the simplicity in

our explanations: only a few important counties will have non-zero

values in ei to explain the ci ), making the results much simpler to

interpret.

One question remains unsolved is how should we design the

distance function d (S ,i ) to capture the di�erence of time series

across a cut point? Our idea is to look at a time window before the

cut point ci and a time window a�er ci , and calculate the di�erence

of these two time windows as the di�erence of the time series across

ci . Assume that w−i j represents the sub-sequence of x j in the time

window before ci , and w+i j represents the sub-sequence in the time

window a�er ci . We then calculate the di�erence of w−i j and w+i j
using simple, standard time series features: the mean value (f1), the

standard deviation (f2), the maximum value (f3) and the minimum

value (f4).

D (S ,i )j =
1

4

4∑
z=1

| fz (w
−
i j ) − fz (w

+
i j ) | (6)

Note that | fz (w
−
i j )− fz (w

+
i j ) | are usually in di�erent magnitudes for

di�erent features, hence as a preprocessing step which we do not

elaborate in the equation, we perform a min-max normalization of

| fz (w
−
i j ) − fz (w

+
i j ) | across all time series to make them in the same

scale. As bothw−i j andw+i j are of a short length (a deliberate se�ing

since the pa�ern changes that justify the choice of a particular

cut points usually lie in the local area), these simple features are

enough to capture the main pa�ern di�erence.

Finally, to solve Eq. 6, we optimize each ei separately. For each

ei , the optimization can be re-wri�en as a �adratic Programming

problem in the following way.

arg min

ei
αeTi Lei − [d (S ,i )T − λiT ]ei (7)

subject to 0 ≤ ei j ≤ 1,

| |ei | |1 = 1
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�e QP problem is well studied in the literature, and it is NP-hard

in its general form. In our case, where the QP is convex to ei , it can

be solved in polynomial time using an Interior Point method [33],

and we use the existing Matlab function (quadprog) to solve the

problem.

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY
We implement CUT-n-REVEAL in Python and Matlab (we will re-

lease the code for research purposes). Our experiments were con-

ducted on a 4 Xeon E7-4850 CPU with 512 GB of 1066Mhz main

memory.

5.1 Set-up
Dataset. We collect datasets from di�erent domains with the

ground truth segmentations to quantitatively evaluate our per-

formance, and we run CUT-n-REVEAL on three hurricane outage

datasets to show our case study results. For e�ciency purposes, we

perform a standard rolling average as a preprocessing step to all

the data. �e �nal statistics of the datasets are shown in Tab. 1.

ChickenDance: A “chicken” dance motion is recorded as a se-

quence of 4-dimensional data points. �is was extracted by Matsub-

ara et.al [18] and is originally from CMU motion capture database
2
.

We have the ground-truth segmentation here based on motions in

the dances.

WalkJog: We use a dataset adapted from the REALDISP Activity

Recognition Dataset [1, 9], where motions of walking, jogging and

running are recorded by sensors. We use a sub-dataset with the

walking motion and the jogging motion (as these motions show

obvious di�erent pa�erns), and we aim to detect when a di�erent

motion happens.

NILM : Non Intrusive Load Monitoring dataset. �is dataset con-

sists of real power measurements for various household appliances

like lamps, laptops, and refrigerators, recorded through the use of

MAU (Measurement and Actuation Units) connected between the

device and the wall-socket. A detailed account of this dataset and

the data acquisition methodology has been presented in [24]. We

use a twenty-four hour snapshot of the NILM data to evaluate our

performance, and use the time when a device switch states as the

ground truth segmentation.

Hurricane Outage data: ORNL has developed several grid situa-

tional awareness products over the last decade such as VERDE,

EARSS and EAGLE-I
3

for di�erent stakeholders like DOE and

FEMA, primarily for emergency management. For example, the

National Outage Map within EAGLE-I collects distribution outage

data of all the customers from utility websites every 15 minutes.

Due to the recent coverage expansion (with more utilities exposing

data from their Outage Management Systems), in this paper, we con-

sider the more recent hurricane outage data namely for Ma�hew,

Harvey and Irma since it covers nearly 90% of the population in

the hurricane a�ected areas.

Baselines To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm

that �nds explanations for segmentations in the way we do. In the

experiments, we mainly select state-of-the-art multi-variate time

series segmentation algorithms to compare against.

2
h�p://mocap.cs.cmu.edu

3
Outage Data source: EAGLE-I h�ps://eagle-i.doe.gov/

Autoplait [18] is a Hidden Markov Model based algorithm that

discovers the di�erent regimes in co-evolving time series. Each

regime can be thought of as the segments for our problem.

TICC [10] is a subsequence clustering algorithm for multivariate

time series to discover repeated pa�erns. It clusters time stamps

into segments that can be well interpreted by the same model. Each

cluster of the time stamps becomes the segments for our problem.

Dynammo [17] reconstructs data values in time series by discov-

ering latent variables and their dynamics, and then uses the spikes

of the reconstruction errors to �nd cut points for the data.

Table 1: Datasets used.

Dataset #Timestamps #Time series
NILM 721 5

ChickenDance 322 4

WalkJog 500 2

Harvey 264 250

Irma 169 271

Matthew 252 369

5.2 �antitative Evaluation
We compare CUT-n-REVEAL performance with the baselines on

the datasets with ground truth segmentations: NILM, ChickenDance
and WalkJog. We evaluate the detected cut points by calculating the

F1 score based on the ground truth cut points (similarly as in [18]).

Higher F1 scores show be�er segmentation precisions. We show

the results in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Evaluation on Ground Truth Datasets

Dataset

Method

CUT-n-
REVEAL

AutoPlait TICC Dynammo

NILM 0.8 0.4 0.81 0.75

ChickenDance 0.8 0.73 0.5 0.57

WalkJog 1.0 0.0 0.25 0.0

As shown in the table, except for the NILM data, CUT-n-REVEAL
signi�cantly outperforms the baselines (achieving the best F1 scores)

in most of the cases. Even in NILM, our performance is comparable

to TICC’s (a di�erence of only 0.01). �is showcases the e�ec-

tiveness of CUT-n-REVEAL at identifying and extracting di�erent

pa�erns in time series. In the following, we visualize our segmen-

tations and show that they capture the main pa�ern changes in the

data.

We show our segmentation result for ChickenDance in Fig. 1.

CUT-n-REVEAL is able to isolate most of the di�erent data trends

successfully. It detects precisely 6 cut points from the 7 ground truth

cuts, with two false positive cuts at time steps 72 and 234, which are

very close to ground truth cuts. In Fig. 2, for WalkJog, we see that

CUT-n-REVEAL correctly separates the sequences of data generated

due to walking from those due to jogging. �e cut point discovered

by our method lies in a 1% cut point location tolerance window

with respect to the ground truth cut point. Finally for the NILM

http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu
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Figure 1: �e discovered segmentation results for Chicken-
Dance.

dataset, the results (Figure 3) are able to identify accurately (F1

score=0.8) the di�erent residential daily usage pa�erns (segments 1

- 9 enumerated from le� to right of the �gure).
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Figure 2: �e discovered segmentation (vertical black
dashed line) results for theWalkJog dataset.
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Figure 3: �e discovered segmentation (vertical black
dashed line) results for the NILM dataset.

5.3 Case Studies: NILM
Monitoring the energy consumption pa�ern of a home is essential

for undersatnding pa�erns of power wastage and overuse. Hence

it is interesting to study in-depth the pa�erns as shown by our

segmentation for the NILM dataset. In Figure 3, each segment cap-

tures a state change of one or multiple devices. Segments 1 and

2 represent a possible nightly routine with all electronic devices

except possibly a night lamp (Lamp2) turned o�. Segment 4 repre-

sents the power consumption during the �rst half of the work day

and segment 5 captures the event of the television being turned on,

possibly during a lunch break. Segment 6 could be equated with

segment 4 representing the second half of the work day. Segment 7

represents the beginning of the evening routine. �is segment is

also the period of peak demand for the day. If a user wished to lower

their energy bill, it is apparent that, the energy consumption in this

segment would have to be reduced or distributed to neighboring

segments. Segment 8 and 9 can be considered evening recreational

activity. �e segmentation algorithm thus allows a resident to gain

an abstracted view of their energy usage pa�erns as a function of

their daily activities with the devices in each segment highlighted.

In order to further our performance evaluation, To understand if

our results are robust to noise (common in such datasets), we also

included another device (a refrigerator) that consumes signi�cant

energy relative to the other appliances, and has a consistent cyclic

daily usage pa�ern. �e usage pa�ern with segmentation on the

new dataset is shown in Figure 4. Interestingly CUT-n-REVEAL
is quite robust in the presence of such devices. It is still able to

e�ectively capture the device state changes of all appliances in the

household like before; the di�erence being the additional segments

during periods of isolated operation of the refrigerator.
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Figure 4: NILM with noisy cyclic patterns

5.4 Case Studies: Hurricanes
We run CUT-n-REVEAL on outage data from three recent hurri-

canes. We show that, thanks to CUT-n-REVEAL, we can �nd the

segmentations which capture important outage pa�ern changes,

and our explanations correctly identify the culprit counties where

major events happen.

Hurricane Harvey. We show our segmentation and explanation

results in Fig 5. �e segmentation and all the time series are shown

in Fig. 5(a). In Fig. 5(b)(c)(d), we visualize for each cut point the

most important time series whose ei values sum over 0.8 (their im-

portance in explaining the corresponding cut point is over 80%). In

Fig. 5(e)(f)(g), we visualize the entire ei vector on a map, where the

color of a county shows the importance of that county in explaining

the cut point.

We detect three cut points for Harvey (see Fig. 5(a)). �e �rst cut

point captures the date (Aug 25) when the hurricane strengthened

before its landfall. Soon a�er this cut point, the number of outages

starts to rise in several counties. In Fig. 5(b)(e), we observe that

CUT-n-REVEAL correctly highlights the counties with the steepest

rise for the �rst cut point (Nueces, San Patricio and Aransas), and all

of them are near the Harvey’s landfall area. For the second cut point

(around Aug 27), our explanations capture two di�erent pa�erns:

the number of outages in the Nueces county (green line in Fig. 5(c)

and the red county in Fig. 5) experience major decrease, while the

number of outages in the Victoria, Matagorda and Montegomery

counties start to rise. �is cut point correctly shows that the impact

of the hurricane is moving, and our explanations identi�es the
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(a) Harvey segmentation
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(b) Important time series for c1
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(c) Important time series for c2
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(d) Important time series for c3

(e) Explanation e1 (f) Explanation e2 (g) Explanation e3

Figure 5: Segmentation and the corresponding explanations for Harvey. (a) �e segmentation and all the time series. (b)(c)(d)
�e most important time series (that contribute over 80% importance in ei ) for each of the cut point. (e)(f)(g) ei visualizations
for each cut point. Counties with higher ei values are more important for the cut point, and are mark with a color closer to
red.

direction of the move (which is consistent with the trajectory of

Harvey). Finally for the last cut point (around Aug. 30), while the

outages of many counties are decreasing, our algorithm correctly

detects a small set of counties (Orange, Je�erson and Hardin) that

experience a sudden outage increase (Fig. 5(d)(g)). �e main reason

for this increase is due to the rising water of the Neches River,

which causes the city to lose service from its major pump stations.

Note that this information is deeply buried in the entire time series,

it is hard to directly observe in Fig. 5(a) with hundreds of time series

why such a cut point make sense. �rough our explanations, we

perfectly isolate these culprit counties in Fig. 5(d)(g).

Hurricane Irma. We make similar plots for Irma in Fig. 6. �e

�rst cut point (around Sep 10) again captures the date of the hurri-

cane’s landfall. Interestingly, the second and third cut point of the

segmentation are very close to each other, and by directly reading

the raw data with hundreds of time series in Fig. 6(a), it’s impos-

sible to make sense of these two cut points. On the other hand,

the explanations learned by CUT-n-REVEAL precisely show why

these two cut points are detected: they are correspondent to outage

increases in di�erent locations that are far away from each other.

�e second cut point shows the outage increase in the Pinellas,

Duval and St. Johns counties, while the third cut point captures the

outage outbreak in the DeKalb, Fulton and Gwinne� counties (the

highlighted area in the top of Fig. 6(h)). Finally, the last cut point

(around Sep 12) correctly captures the date when hurricane Irma

weakened into a Category 2 storm, and the number of outages in

many counties decrease.

Hurricane Matthew. In Fig. 7, we show our segmentation and

explanations in similar ways for the hurricane Ma�hew. �e �rst

cut point (around Oct 2) corresponds to the landfall of Ma�hew and

a set of counties in the east coast (Brevard, Palm Beach, etc.) start to

have increasing power outages. �e second cut point (around Oct 4)

and the corresponding explanations show the moving direction of

the hurricane. Counties like Duval, Chatham, Horry and Charleston,

which are to the North of the landfall location start to experience

power outages (the Chatham county experience a peak of outage

at the cut point). Soon a�er Oct 4, in Fig. 7(h), we observe that the

Horry county (highlighted with the red color), which is in�uenced

in the previous cut point, has now become severely a�ected and

the in�uence has spread to neary counties as well. �is can be also

observed in Fig. 7(d) where a set of time series suddenly increase.

Finally, the last cut point (around Oct 9) shows that the power

outage impact of Ma�hew on these previously a�ected counties

has mostly abated.

6 RELATEDWORK
We review the most related work in segmentation below.

Time series segmentation. �ere has been a lot of work on time

series, such as modeling co-evolving time series using multi-level

HMMs [18], discovering pa�erns in data streams [26], developing

online algorithms for frequent sequence mining [19], time series

segmentation [17, 28]. Change point detection has also been a

popular topic in the climate sciences as well [23].

Characterizing the dynamics of natural disasters like hurricanes

lends itself naturally to a change point detection approach but

there has been li�le work conducted in this regard. [34] proposes

a hierarchical Bayesian framework for detecting shi�s in annual

hurricane counts while [27] introduces a Bayesian change point
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(a) Irma segmentation
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(b) Important time series for c1
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(c) Important time series for c2
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(d) Important time series for c3
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Figure 6: Segmentation and the corresponding explanations for Irma. See detail discussions in Sec. 5.4.
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(a) Ma�hew segmentation
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(b) Important time series for c1
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(c) Important time series for c2
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(d) Important time series for c3
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Figure 7: Segmentation and the corresponding explanations for Matthew. See detail discussions in Sec. 5.4.

detection algorithm to detect changes in temperature using climate

data records. �e other line of work on modeling failure cascad-

ing on CIS [5] do not explicitly segment the time series. Despite

the extensive research conducted in time series segmentation and

change point detection, we have found that there exists li�le prior

work in leveraging them to characterize the dynamic e�ect natural

disasters have on critical infrastructure systems.

Another line of related work in time series are the subspace clus-

tering based techniques. Many applications in multivariate time

series analysis exist wherein the temporal data is drawn from mul-

tiple spaces and hence exhibits multi-segment behavior. It is o�en

useful to develop techniques to represent the data in a subspace

to capture richer temporal relationships and apply clustering to

explicitly demarcate these multiple segments. �is approach called
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subspace clustering has been applied to video and image segmenta-

tion [30, 32], image compression [14] and spatio-temporal action

segmentation [6, 16]. A comprehensive review about the di�erent

types of subspace clustering methods is provided by [31]. �ere

has been extensive work in subspace clustering in data mining [22]

but to the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied on the

hurricane outages data for �nding the temporal relation among

time steps. Further, these subspace clustering techniques also do

not provide explanations of the results.

Simple Interpretable Models. �ere has recently been a push

towards quantifying model uncertainty [8] and making machine

learning model outputs quanti�able, explainable and simple [25].

�ese models and their explanations are speci�c to the underlying

machine learning models and cannot be applied for our segmenta-

tion problem. We �nd that the temporal segmentations are inher-

ently unsupervised and the intuition behind the segments might

not be readily apparent or explainable in certain applications. To

the best of our knowledge, our explanation optimization problem

is the �rst a�empt toward designing simple explanations for time

series segmentations.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed a combined framework for pro-

viding simple interpretable explanations for failure processes like

critical infrastructure outages. We evaluated the performance of

our methodology against state of the art segmentation and time

series clustering procedures on open ground truth datasets. We

have also conducted extensive analysis on the failure of the power

grid during three hurricane events along with conducting a case

study on the applicability of temporal segmentation to understand-

ing residential energy usage pa�erns. �ere are many avenues for

future work. Methodologically, we can study performing a joint

learning of segmentations and explanations to leverage both spatial

and temporal information simultaneously. We are also exploring

integrating CUT-n-REVEAL with existing analysis tools, such as the

URBANNET toolkit [5] in use at national labs and power utilities.
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